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Monoprix retail display: 1.7-meter (5.6-foot) bottle,
3D printed in 21 hours by Metropole
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A PRINT SHOP’S GUIDE TO SPECTACULAR 3D WINDOW DISPLAYS

WINDOW
DISPLAYS

THE FACE OF EVERY SHOP,
AND WHY THEY MATTER

The role of any shop window ultimately is to flirt with passersby,
lure them closer with charm and magic, and promise them an
out-of-this-world shopping experience.
Retailers and brands today understand that they cannot afford to
settle for mind-numbing, flat backdrops with formulaic mannequins
because Generation-Z consumers simply expect more if they’re
going to leave the comfort of their couches and screens.
Luckily, brands, retailers, and visual merchandisers now have a
range of technologies at their disposal to create a mesmerizing,
interactive consumer experience. Among innovations such as
Augmented Reality, sensor-triggered props, animatronics, and
holographic displays, brands can now turn to large format 3D
printing solutions to produce any window concept or fantasy world
they dream up, and at record speed.
* Cover image: 3D-printed milk splash for Nespresso by Composite Images with primary
concept and 3D art/ design/ fabrication/ installation by Construction Effects.
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STORES MUST
REINVENT
THEMSELVES
1.6-meter (5.2-foot) tall chocolate display,
3D printed by Marie 3D, France in 33 hours.
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THERE’S NO DOUBT THAT RETAIL CHAINS
WORLDWIDE ARE EXPERIENCING VOLATILITY.
HOWEVER, IT’S A MYTH THAT CONSUMERS HAVE
TURNED SOLELY TO SHOPPING ONLINE.
Deloitte reports:
“90% of retail sales worldwide are still made through physical stores.
In order to meet the consumer’s expectations for multi-channel
shopping, the stores must reinvent themselves.”
While in-store sales are still promising, retailers and brands still
face intense pressure to retain their appeal and maintain foot traffic.
Competing with other stores and shopping channels for attention isn’t
a new challenge, but the bar is continually being raised. Thankfully,
large format 3D printing provides new, creative possibilities to bring
brands to life and to engage with consumers. Any character, movement
or scene can be fabricated, and different versions can easily be
produced for distribution to multiple store locations.
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A NEW ERA FOR
CUSTOM MANNEQUINS
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MANNEQUINS ARE STILL A CORE
COMPONENT IN TODAY’S RETAIL
WINDOW DESIGNS DESPITE THE
SLUGGISH EVOLUTION OF THEIR
PRODUCTION PROCESS.
Traditionally requiring an army of sculptors and several
months of hand labor with fiberglass, clay and metal,
mannequin fabrication and customization has now been
transformed into a rapid process with unlimited creative
possibilities thanks to the advent of super-sized 3D printing.
Any life-size sports celebrity, brand mascot or character can be
scanned or digitally designed, and then 3D printed within hours.
Visual merchandisers can request any pose and the design
can easily be changed, duplicated or re-versioned within digital
CAD software. Mannequins can also be easily outfitted with
augmented reality sensors or internal illumination.

Larger-than-life baseballer POP produced in record speed by PrintHpole.
"We loved the high quality and how this technology supported design and
finishing flexibility.” -F&F Space Planning team.
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WHY DEMAND
3D PRINTING?
True stopping power means showing consumers something
they’ve never seen before. Large format 3D printing offers a
way to implement any outrageously creative 3D display, design
or concept into your retail theater. Better yet, the radical
production speed of Massivit 3D printers puts any seasonal
deadline within reach.
1.8-meter (5.9-foot) surfer window display
3D printed by Marie 3D, France.
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“WHEN IT COMES TO PRODUCING GIANT,
ATTENTION-GRABBING DISPLAYS THAT TRULY TURN HEADS,
MASSIVIT 3D IS THE SOLUTION OF CHOICE”
Denise Zanet, Director of Marketing & BD, METROPOLE.
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ACCORDING
TO TIM GREENE,
IDC ANALYST,
retail trends show that brands require
increasingly frequent changes to window
displays with greater campaign “seasonality”.
This need to implement changing campaigns
at rapid speed has led to a huge demand for
large format 3D printing.
Greene asserts that brands need to consult
with their print services to help identify new
technologies and capabilities, so be sure
to take advantage of 3D printing. Only this
breakthrough technology empowers retailers
and brands to launch the type of campaigns
that make a big bottom line impact.
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Arthur and Butterfly – Garena gaming characters from Arena of Valor. Each is 1.85 meters (6.1 feet) tall
and 3D printed and finished by SID Installation Art.
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BRINGING
BRANDS
TO LIFE
Oversized headphones (1.1 meters/3.6 feet tall)
for product launch with built in audio.
3D printed in 6.5 hours.
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BRANDS FACE THE CHALLENGE
OF CONVEYING A PARTICULAR
MESSAGE, LOOK AND FEEL
across broad, omni-channel campaigns that include
digital marketing, out-of-home and retail displays,
signage, and print advertising.
Large format 3D printing facilitates a sensory
consumer experience that digital advertising cannot
achieve. Brands can now bring new product lines to
life and “sell happiness” by allowing shoppers to touch
and feel giant replicas of their most treasured gadgets
and accessories. The sensation of receiving a new,
elegant watch or hearing a favorite song on top-quality
headphones can be experienced in a tangible way,
making shopping ultra-interactive.

Custom smartwatch frame for interactive large screen.
3-meters (10-feet) tall, 3D printed in 23 hours.
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Photographer: oneword.ca © John R. Walker

Roots retail display for flagship Toronto store:
oversized puffy coat, 3D-printed in 12 hours by
Cameron Advertising Displays
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“WE SOLD OUT OF
THOSE JACKETS!”
Roots fashion retailer
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5, 4, 3 …
COUNTDOWN
TO CHRISTMAS.
STEP INTO
WONDERLAND!
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BRINGING SANTA TO LIFE
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WITH CHRISTMAS AROUND THE
CORNER, BRANDS ARE UNDER
PRESSURE TO COME UP WITH A FRESH
WAY TO CREATE AND CELEBRATE THE
MAGICAL WORLD OF SANTA.
This time they have a secret weapon that offers a new
league of creative possibilities combined with astounding
turnaround speed.
Top brands and agencies have already caught the 3D
printing “bug” and are demanding 3D-printed dynamic
window displays time and time again.
To find out more about how you can leverage 3D printing
to create extraordinary window displays and visual
merchandising for the holiday season or any occasion,
contact us here.
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“WE CAN GO FURTHER IN TURNING DREAMS INTO REALITY”
Denise Zanet, Director of Marketing and BD, METROPOLE
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mediaresources
Solutions for the sign industry.
The creative team at Media Resources has been at the forefront of custom 3D fabrication for over 30
years.While still providing custom metal fabrication, modeling, and hand sculpting, we also offer 3D
CNC carving, 3D CNC hot wire, and 3D printing capabilities. VISION3D can bring your brand message,
trade show booth, brand mascot, or product to life – in any shape, size, and quantity.
VISION3D‘s end-to-end system has been designed to let you take on projects of any size or scale. Whether
it’s 3D printing, hand sculpting, or a combination of technologies, VISION3D delivers leading practices
for each step of your production.

To find out more about how large format 3D printing could elevate your
campaigns and increase retail turnover, contact us at info@mediaresources.com
Tel: 1 800 667 4554 Fax: 905 337 9531 www.mediaresources.com
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